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3. DETAILS OF THE DATA









Table 1 Fitted Values of Sputtering Law Parameters
Table 2 Interpolated Values of Sputtering Law Parameters

























































































Many conceptual design studies of fusion reactor performance, such as the
INTOR project, are being carried out around the world. A recent review paper
by Hershman and Sigmar [1981] gives full details of the effect of impurities
in plasmas, and another by Ashby and Hughes [1981] uses the radiation loss
evaluation for impurities calculated by Post et al. [1977], together with
transport codes, to reach the conclusion that in INTOR, the temperature radial
profile will collapse inwards from the wall. Ashby and Hughes claim that the
plasma temperature near the wall will be about 200 eV, a temperature at which
impurities, particularly those from heavy metals, have quite large radiation
losses. It is not clear what wall reflective properties were considered for
such losses, but Ashby and Hughes point out that sputtering from the walls and
limiters is the main source of impurities which have considerable power rate
coefficients.
A compilation of sputtering coefficients for the hydrogen and helium
isotopes was carried out by Thomas et al. [1979], In the same year, McCracken
and Stott [1979] reviewed the semi-empirical theory of sputtering, but
unfortunately it can be shown that their quoted spectral law and scaling
coefficients do not fit the data at all well, and predict no maximum in the
spectral curve, which occurs in almost all of the data around 1 keV. We have
used all available data from Thomas et al. [1979] to fit the spectrum and
discover the appropriate scaling rules.
2. SEMI-EMPIRICAL LAWS
The Thomas et al . evaluations were chosen to fit the elements Be, C, Ti ,
Fe, Co, Ni , Cu, Mb., Mo, W, Au and U to the rational function
(E - ET)S(E) = A (m, ,m?) -  ^  E >. ET , ...1 2
 (E + B)2 ' (1)
where S(E) is the sputtering coefficient for incident ion beam energy E,
( m 1 + m ( 2 )
nij and n^ are the atomic masses of the elements in the wall and incident beam,
respectively, and A C m n v , ) is the scaling coefficient. The threshold energy
can be obtained directly from the sublimation energy of the wall material,
defined as E^, which in turn can be obtained from the relation
Es - 0.0435 LH (eV) , (3)
where L^ is the latent heat of sublimation, tabulated in the Metals Reference
Book [Smithells 1976]. If the latent heat is not tabulated, the following
rough approximations can be used:
Es~ 2.8 x 10"3 Mp or 1.48 x 10"3 B , (4)
where M is the melting point and B is the boiling point in K. We have used
the second correlation only for graphite and silicon.
It was not possible to find sufficient data to check whether ET (from
equation 2(i)) is the experimental threshold, so we have assumed the




= ao + aiE
in which
1 aOA = — =• , B = — - .
al !
The maximum of the spectrum occurs when
Emax " B + 2ET » <6>
and the width is so broad that the -fits are very insensitive to B. We
observed the correlation
where Z]_ is the atomic number of the element in the wall and, with 5 per cent
error weighting, obtained the values
b0 = -2.5429 , bl = 0.7879 .
A rough correlation of T^ with n^ could just as well be found, but for
interpolation purposes, equation (7) suffices.
We note that the scaling factor Atm-^n^) in equation (1) can be well
approximated by the law
"c(mo - 1)
A ( m l s m 2 ) = A ( m l 5 l ) e , (8)
where c" is an average value over nip n .^ For this average, we used the Thomas
et al . data for Ti , Fe, Ni , Mo and Au to find
c~ = 1.0 (9)
Thomas et al . reported old experimental values for S(E) by Kenknight and
Wehner [1964] for eighteen elements with 2.33 and 3.5 keV incident H+ ions.
Thomas et al . warned that the quoted error of 3 per cent was unrealistic and
differed from more recent measurements by factors of two. However, their
graphs show quite definite regions:
(i) 22 I'Zj <_ 29, (ii) 41 <_ Zj_ <_ 47, and
(10)
where the scaling law
C0+clmlAdiy.l) = e (11)
holds. For a least squares fit over region (i) for five atoms, we obtain
cQ1 = -11.392 , c11 = 0.15362 . (12)
Assuming the same slope in region (ii) we found from the accurate Mo data that
cQ2 = -18.187 , c12 = cn (13)
and similarly, for region (iii), using the Au information,
cQ3 = -31.409 , C13 = c11 . (14)
3. DETAILS OF THE DATA
As with the ADL-1 library [Clancy et al. 1981], the philosophy on which
the necessary sputtering coefficient data library was based is that all
experimental information in the library and the fitted law (1) constants
should be used only for interpolation and extrapolation when the information
is otherwise unavailable. The best fits for E<-, E-r, Y,A and B are displayed
in Table 1. The predicted values of A and B for AT, Si, Sc, V, Cr, Zn, Zr,
Rh, Ag and Ta are shown in Table 2. The elements Al, Zr and Ta were
normalised to the measured value of A(m,,l).
The Thomas et al. [1979] compilation shows tables and plots for the
sputtering of incident H+, D+, T+, Met and Met ion beams from the elements Be,
C, Ti, Fe, Co, Mi, Cu, Nb, Mo, W, Au and U, although sometimes the information
is very scanty indeed. The fitted spectra of these elements are given in
Figures 1 to 12 on a log-log scale. It is to be noted that at very low
energies, the deviation from the experimental values is the largest; we
believe that this is both because S(E) is very small in this region and
because the predicted values of ET could be in error. The data here are very
sensitive to the value of E,..
McCracken and Stott [1979] also give a general curve of S(T), the average
value of S(E) over a Maxwellian ion energy distribution, which is appropriate
for plasmas. Because of their spectral law, the necessary integral cannot be
evaluated analytically. The form of equation (1) can be averaged
analytically.
4. MAXUELLIAN-AVERAGED SPUTTERING COEFFICIENTS
The integral which has to be evaluated is
S(T) = -^-H"/" dE S(E) E*
v/T 7ET (15)
where T is the temperature of the plasma in keV. This can be written
-i ( /•- * ,T rT i )S(T) = -Li'* M dE S(E) ETe-E /T -y dE S(E) E^ e'E/1 >
 (16)
- h-^
Substituting equation (1) into equation (16), we find [after Gradshteyn and
Ryzhik 1965] that
|~dE S(E) E e - E / T = A[lJ-ET I*
in which
, I
i j = 4 T ( 5 / 2 ) y'^'e4 D_ 4 ( z ) , (18)
\\ = 2^r (3/2) B 'Te4 D_ 3 ( Z ) ' (19)
In these equations
y = y s z = Y-p , (20)
while D (z) is the parabolic cylinder function. This function was tabulated
by Abramowitz and Stegun [1965] for 0 _< z £ 5, and can be computed from the
recurrence relation [Erde'lyi et al. 1953].




D_2 (z) = z D _ j ( z ) - e4 , erfc(x) = -^ / e'* dt
' 7T X
For very low temperature, the asymptotic series
2
(23)
e D (z) =
V
_ v(v- 1) + v(vl )(v -2 )(v-3(
2\2 (24)
can be used; higher terms can be found in Erdelyi et al. [1953].
The second integral in equation (16) can be approximated very well by
expanding both the exponential term and the denominator into Taylor series and
integrating term by term. From this
E \ n I"/ 2 E \ / , VIT T
-
(25)
with a maximum error of around 1 per cent close to threshold.
5. CONCLUSIONS
It is considered that the above theory will predict sputtering
coefficients for hydrogen and helium ions impinging on metals to reasonable
accuracy.
The library listing appears in Table 3 for all elements in ADL-1, using
the same keV temperature grid as in that library. The library format is
self-explanatory.
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SPUTTERING COEFFICIENT FOR NI H+
1.0000-50 1.0000-50 l.OCOD-50 1.0000-50 1.0000-50 1.0000-50
1.4780-03 2.0020-0? 5.3T3D-03 7. 5040-03 9. 0130-03 1.0080-0?
1.1430-02 1.1850-02 1.2160-02 1.238D-C2 1.256D-C2 1.1720-02
1.0020-02 9.3160-03 8.7030-03 8.1690-03 7.6990-03 7.2840-03
6.0140-03 5.5410-03 5.1430-03 4.801D-C3 3.6290-03 2.9360-03
2.1440-03 1,8940-03 1. 6980-03 1,5410-03 1.4110-03 6.351D-04
2.3090-04 1. 7600-04
SPUTTERING COEFFICIENT FOR NI 0+
1. 00-30-50 1.0000-50 1.0410-03 2.8410-C3 4.4980-03 6.0590-03
9.0180-03 1.0460-02 1.8750-02 2.4410-02 2.8190-02 3.C73D-02
3.3870-02 3.475D-C2 3.5360-02 3. 5750-02 3.4880-02 3.1990-02
2.6840-02 2.481D-C2 2.3C7D-02 2.157D-C2 2.0270-02 1.9130-02
1.5670-02 1.4400-02 1.3330-02 1.2420-02 9.3250-03 7.5140-03
5.459D-C3 4. 8150-03 4.3120-03 3.9070-03 3.5740-03 1.5980-03
5.7850-04 4.4C5C-04
SPUTTERING COEFFICIENT FOF NI + T+
1.C.CJD-5C 1.8190-03 5.215D-r3 8.3270-03 1.1250-02 1.4020-02
1.9280-02 2.1810-02 3.9590-02 5.2170-02 6.1180-02 6.7800-12
7.6470-02 7.92CO-">2 8.144C-C2 8.3060-02 8.5730-02 8.1100-02
7.0510-02 6.5930-02 6.1890-02 5.8320-C2 5.5160-02 5.2340-02
4. 3600-02 4.0310-02 3.7510-02 3.5100-02 2.6760-02 2.1760-02
1.5990-02 1.4160-02 1.272O02 1.1550-02 1.0590-02 4.8110-03
1.7610-03 1.344D-C3
SPUTTERING COEFFICIENT FO? NI + 4hE+
1. 0000-50 7.1400-03 1.412C-02 2.0600-02 2.6740-02 3.2610-02
4.3760-02 4.9120-C2 8.8900-02 1.1760-01 1.3870-01 1.5450-01
1.7590-01 1.8320-01 1.8880-01 1.9320-01 2.C40D-01 1.9550-01
1.7250-01 1..621D-01 1.5270-01 1.4440-C1 1.369C-01 1.3020-01
1.093D-J1 1.0130-01 9.4450-02 8.8550-02 6.7940-02 5.5490-02
4.C97D-02 3.6340-02 3.2680-02 2.9730-02 2.7280-02 1.2470-02
4.5870-03 3.5040-03








S P U T T E R I N G
0000-50 1.0000-50 l .OCOD-50 1.0000-50 4.8620-03
5QlQ-f:2 3.393D-C2 4.2840-02 4.7470-02 4.9900-02
1530-02 5.1230-^2 5.0730-02 4.3370-02 3.7060-02
5900-02 2.3610-02 2.1710-02 2.0120-02 1.8750-02
345D-C2 1.2320-C2 1.138D-C2 8.2740-03 b.5390-03
0610-03 3.6130-^3 3.2570-03 2.9660-03 1.2860-03
4460-04
C O E F F I C I E N T FOP CU + 0+
1.0000-50 1.0000-50 3.3390-03 6.0850-03 8.6400-03 1.1060-02
1.5630-02 1.783D-C2 3.2460-C2 4.2640-02 4.9760-02 5.4870-02
6.1380-02 6.3430-02 6.4930-02 6.6020-02 6.6820-02 6.2520-02
5.3670-02 4.9980-02 4.6760-02 4.3940-02 4.1460-02 3.9260-02
3.2510-02 2.9990-02 2.785D-C2 2.6030-02 1.9730-02 1.5990-02


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I E N T F O R










2 . 3 9 7 D - C 4
1.6370-04
6.161C-05





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.0000-50 1.4300-04 3.0950-04 4.4350-04 5.5420-04 6.472D-04
7.9420-04 8.5290-04 1.156C-03 1.2400-03 1.2510-03 1.2320-03
1.1660-03 1.1300-03 1.0940-03 1,0590-03 7.946D-04 6.3850-04
4.6410-04 4.0990-04 3.6780-04 3.339D-04 3.0610-04 2.8270-04
2.1770-04 1.9^60-04 1.7780-04 1.6310-04 1.159T-04 9c032D-05
6.3030-05 5.4850-05 4.859D-C5 4.363D-C5 3.9610-^5
5.8460-06 4.4190-06




















































,1660-04 1.0280-03 1.3630-03 1.6420-03 1.8780-J3
,4020-03 3.18CD-03 3.3920-03 3.4140-03 3.3610-03
,0800-03 2.9810-03 2.8850-03 2.167G-G3 1.743D-33
,1200-03 1.0050-03 9.1280-04 8.3680-04 7.7320-04
,3530-04 4.8660-04 4.4630-04 3.1730-04 2.4740-04
.5030-04 1.331C-04 1.1960-04 1.0350-114 4.606D-T5
.2120-05
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2 = 6 3 8 0 - 0 1
8.3880-02







I E N T F O P




5 .3 06 0-^3
1.893C-03
I F N T F O R
1 . C O C . D - 5 C
9.724C-03
2.5010-02
2 . 2 8 7 D - C 2
1.4630^2
5.2310-03
I E N T F O R






























































































































































































































SPUTTERING COEFFICIENT FCC «?h C +
l.OCCO-50 1.0000-50 3 .CPOr-50 1.GCOO-5C l.f.OO^-S-1
9. 7720-04 1.4960-03 5 .5fOr- f3 H.414D-"3 l.f-640-02
1.4950-02 1. 5890-02 1.665C-"2 1.7290-C2 1.9d50-"2
1.8300-02 1.7450-02 1. 6620-02 1.587P-C2 1.51»0-.')2
1.2440-02 1.162D->2 l .^U-f'Z l.C27D-"2 8.r2bP-*3
4.9630-33 4.422D-J.3 3.9S2C-C3 3.642D-l--3 3.351D-S.3
5.8170-04 4.4540-04
S P U T T E R I N G C O E F F I C I E N T FCR RH * T +
l.COOD-50 1.0000-50 1.000D-5C 1.000r>-50 1.493D-O3
5.6540-03 6.9200-03 1.827D-:2 2.4460-02 3.:-24D-02
4.1480-02 4. 3920-02 4.5940-02 4.76^
4.993D-D2 4. 7600-02 4.5360-02 4.332P-02 4.142P-J2
3. 3970-32 3.173C-02 2.978C-"Z 2.8Q7r-"2 2.1*50-^2
1.3580-02 1.2KD-J2 l . r92C-"2 9.969C-C3 «*.173D-V3
1.5950-03 1. 2210-03
S P U T T E R I N G C C F F F I C I E > 4 T FO? P H *






































1.0000-50 l.C000-50 l.rOOD-50 4.140D-C3 7
1.6390-02. 2.1590-02 5 .v7 'P-?2 6.6710-02 8
1.1C90-C1 1.1730-01 1.2250-.'! 1.2690-'! 1.442C-M
1.3260-01 1.2640-01 1.205P-01 1.1500-C1 I . IXO-H
9.0230-02 8.4270-02 7.91fD-:2 7.457C-T2 5.832P-'?2
3.6100-02 3.2170-02 2.9-:5D-"2 2.651C.-.'2 2.439C-:2
4.244C-03 3.2500-03
S P U T T E R I N G C H E F F I C I F N T f-QC &G + H4
i.oocD-5,'- i.x-vD-sr i.-jv:n-5. i.o:
2.699D-03 3.203D-"»3 7.74^n-C'3 l.?360-C2 1.2760-02
1.7500-02 1.8550-02 1.941C-C2 2.0130-C2 2.3130-02
2.1530-02 2.057D-.12 1.965^-t. 2 1.6780-C2 !.7<>dO-'.2
1.4820-02 1.385D-02 1.302P-02 1.2280-^2 S.633D-*3
5.987D-33 5.3390-03 4.6240-^3 4.404D-C3 4.^550-03
7.091D-04 5.4330-C4
S P U T T E R I N G C O E P F I C I E N T FOP AG * 0+
1.00-0-5r 1.3510-03 2.9960-f3 4.337P-03 6.'.'-. 20-~»
1.0090-02 1.1370-02 2.319P-C2 3.C100-02 3.6<r7C-J2
4.9080-02 5.187C-02 5.418P-^2 5.611T-C2 6.4070-''2
5.953D-C-2 5.66bD-02 5.4330-12 5.1«
4.1000-02 3.834D-02 3.6030-02 3.4COI5-C2
1.6600-02 1.4800-02 1.338C-02 1.2210-0? 1.1250-0?
1.9690-03 1.5:90-03
-C2 4.1730-:.?
SPUTTERING COEFFICIENT FOB AG 4HF+
9.6940-03 2.144D-02 3.248C-C2 4.3^ 50-;2 5.324D-v2
8.2040-02 9.1150-02 1.755C-01 2.250D-C1 Z.7(.80-01
3.6140-D1 3.814D-"»1 3«98CC-C1 4.1190-01 4.6^ 00-01
4.3540-31 4.16CD-01 3.974C'-'1! 3.8COO-C1 3.63dD-01
3.0000-01 2.Q060-01 2.6370-ul 2.4880-02 1.9530-51











































1.0000-50 1.0000-50 l.OOOC-50 1.0COD-5C 1.000O-5O 1 .0000-51
l.OOGD-50 l.OOOD-50 l.OOOD-50 1. 0000-50 4. 6150-05 1.744D-J4
3,6550-04 4*3870-04 5=0120-04 5. 5500-04 8.345D-04 9.171D-04
9. 2680-04 9.073D-04 8.830D-04 8.5691-04 6.3060-04 8.0480-04
7.126D-04 6. 7340-04 6. 3830-04 6. 0670-04 4. 8810-04 4. 1030-04
3. 1370-04 2.8140-04 2.555D-04 2.342D-04 2.164D-04 1.03bD-04
3.9430-05 3. 0300-05









,0000-50 l.OOOD-50 l.OCOD-50 l.OOOD-5* 1.0000-5T
,0000-50 1.261C-04 5.0X20-04 8.051D-04 1.0540-03
,5920-03 1.7240-03 1.838D-03 2.440D-03 2.612D-03
,5410-03 2.4700-03 2.395D-03 2.3210-03 2.249D-)3
,8840-03 1.7870-03 1.7000-03 1.3710-03 1.1540-03
,9470-04 7.2220-04 6.61:50-04 6.1240-04 2.9440-J4
,6520-05
COEFFICIENT FOR TA + 4HE+
1.0000-50 1.0000-50 1.0000-50 l.OOOD-50 l.OOOD-50 l.OOOD-50
l.OOOD-50 1.0000-50 3.4320-03 6.0990-03 7.552D-03 9.1330-03
1.1620-02 1,2610-02 1.3470-02 lo422D-C2 1.8190-02 1.93C-D-C2
1.913D-02 1.8670-02 1.8150-02 1.7600-02 1.705D-02 1.6530-02
1.465D-02 1.3860-02 1.315D-C2 1.2510-02 1.0100-02 3.5150-03
6.5360-03 5.873D-C3 5.339D-G3 4.8900-03 4.5300-03 2.1830-03
8.3540-04 6.4280-04
NOTE: Thomas et al. [1979] pointed out that the experiments reported are
actually for BeO and not the metal. The scaling laws calculated therefore




FIGURE 1. SPUTTERING COEFFICIENT FOR Be
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FIGURE 2. SPUTTERING COEFFICIENT FOR C
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FIGURE 9. SPUTTERING COEFFICIENT FOR Mo
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FIGURE 12. SPUTTERING COEFFICIENT FOR U
